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Abstract— This paper describes an extended (6-session) interaction between an ethnically and geographically diverse
group of 26 first-grade children and the DragonBot robot
in the context of learning about healthy food choices. We
find that children demonstrate a high level of enjoyment
when interacting with the robot, and a statistically significant
increase in engagement with the system over the duration of
the interaction. We also find evidence of relationship-building
between the child and robot, and encouraging trends towards
child learning. These results are promising for the use of
socially assistive robotic technologies for long-term one-on-one
educational interventions for younger children.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Children love imaginary play, and such play can make
learning more engaging and effective [1], [2]. There is
also much need for individualized support in a classroom,
allowing each child to progress at their own speed using
the learning strategies most appropriate for that child. Childfriendly social robots have the potential to provide this individualized support through imaginary play, allowing children
to engage with their lessons in a tangible and active way.
We take a Socially Assistive Robotics (SAR) approach
to teaching nutrition to 1st-grade children, with the goal
of promoting positive habits and behavior change through
human-robot interaction (HRI). In order to move towards the
kind of long-term deployment that would be necessary to see
major gains in learning (consider that a single topic might
be covered in a school setting for many weeks), we first
evaluate the feasibility of this approach, including measuring
children’s engagement with the SAR system over time and
evaluating whether it has the potential to facilitate nutrition
information learning. We present a semi-autonomous SAR
system, and a three-week biweekly evaluation study with a
diverse group of 26 5-8 year old children.
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II. BACKGROUND
Childhood obesity has tripled in the United States over the
past 4 decades [3]. Obesity among children and adolescents
has been shown not only to lead to increase risk of being
overweight in adulthood[4], but also diseases later in life,
including high cholesterol and triglycerides, hypertension,
and type 2 diabetes [5]. Educating children about healthy
food and beverage choices, and motivating them to make
healthier choices, can help to lower rates of obesity [6].
Technological interventions in particular lend themselves
to the broad replication and personalization that will be
necessary to combat what has proven to be a challenging
problem [7].
Several technology-based nutrition interventions for children have been developed, using smartphones, computers,
and video games (see [8] or [9] for a review). While
these interventions make use of technologies that are widely
available, there is some evidence that HRI systems promote
learning more than screen-based technologies. Leyzberg et
al. showed that the physical presence of a robot can increase
cognitive learning gains [10], while in children, Movellan
et al. [11] demonstrated that a social robot could be used
to teach young children new words, despite other results
suggesting that young children do not learn language from
pre-recorded human speech[12]. Other work in HRI focuses
on the use of robotic teachers for english language learning
[13], [14] and teaching children to play chess [15]. In adults,
Kidd and Breazeal [16] show that SAR systems have the
potential to improve eating and exercise beyond a paper- or
computer-based intervention.
Our work aims to use SAR to leverage children’s excitement about both pretend play and technology, to provide an
affordable, accessible, and personalized means of delivering
nutrition education and coaching. In this paper we focus
on teaching first-grade children (primarily 6-7 years old,
although several participants were 5 or 8 years old at the
time of the study). Children this age do not have significant
control over their food choices, allowing us to instill healthy
habits before unhealthy ones become ingrained.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
In the sections that follow, we describe the design of a
SAR-based nutrition education intervention, as well as the

study used to test the effects of the initial version of the
intervention. Our study addresses five research questions, as
follows: Q1: Do children enjoy interacting with the SAR
system? Q2: Are children able to maintain engagement with
a SAR system over time? Q3: Are children able to build a
relationship with the SAR system over time? Q4: What is
the impact of the SAR system on child learning of nutrition
information? Q5: What is the relationship between the child’s
temperament and their interaction with the SAR system?
A. Intervention Design
While most nutrition education interventions are 12-16
weeks long, most SAR systems are used in much shorterterm interactions (often as little as one session). In order
to move towards a longer intervention, we developed a 3week long, twice-weekly intervention for first grade children,
with a within-subjects design. Each of the six intervention
sessions consists of an approximately 5- to 10-minute long
one-on-one interaction between the child and the robot. We
used a Wizard-of-Oz interaction and monitoring design, with
a teleoperator providing dialogue selection and some perceptional capabilities, with pre-scripted dialogue behaviors
(including both speech and movement), and autonomous
control of the overall interaction flow.
Each session consisted of two parts, introduction and food
selection game, as described in section III-D. In the first
session of each week, the robot acted as an expert, giving
feedback on food choices one-by-one, while in the second
session of the week the child and robot collaborated toward
making healthy choices together.
B. Robot and Experimental Setup
The intervention centered around an interaction with the
DragonBot robot [17], a dragon-like squash-and-stretch robot
with five degrees of freedom (see Figure 2, center-left). The
robot is covered with a plush skin designed in collaboration
with an expert puppeteer. The skin includes posable arms and
tail, as well as removable wings in four sizes, allowing the
robot’s wings to “grow” from session to session. The robot
is approximately 18 inches tall at its full height and can be
seen in Figure 2.
The interaction was conducted in a small parent-teacher
conference room, allowing children to interact individually
with the robot. The robot was set up on a table facing the
child, with realistic artificial foods arranged around it; the
arrangement of foods was kept constant across participants.
In order to provide the richest possible dataset for future
analysis, a Microsoft Kinect sensor, an HD camera, and USB
camera are arranged as seen in Figure 1, in addition to the
two laptops, the DragonBot base station (providing power to
the robot), and set of speakers necessary to run the robot.
The intervention setup can be seen in Figure 2 (the cameras
and Kinect are out of the frame).
C. Interaction Structure and Progression
The verbal interaction between the child and robot used
pre-recorded speech following a script that was written with
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Intervention room setup

the assistance of a screenwriter experienced in children’s
television, and follows the story of Chili the DragonBot
through several weeks of training and preparation for the
big upcoming “dragon race”. We employed child-centric
storytelling techniques such as character development and
backstory to create a richer interaction. We also increase
the difficulty of the task over the three-week intervention,
challenging the child within her or his zone of proximal
development, using a socio-constructivist approach [18], [19]
to integrate the increasing difficulty and social interaction,
maximizing the child’s learning potential.
Over the course of a six-session, three-week experiment,
we covered three nutrition topics, one per week: packing
a lunch box (choosing whole grains and non-sugary drinks),
choosing after-school snacks (avoiding nutritionally bankrupt
junk food), and building balanced meals (choosing whole
grain breakfast cereals and colorful vegetables at dinner).
Each topic had two sessions devoted to it; each session built
upon the previous one, using a gradual increase in challenge
of content. In the first session, the robot served as an expert,
sampling foods offered to it one at a time and providing
nutritional information as feedback. In the second session,
the robot behaved in a more cooperative role, in order to
provide feedback in a more challenging game where the
child chooses several foods at one time. We refer to the first
of these as the expert sessions (ES) and the second as the
cooperative sessions (CS).

D. Interaction Segments
Before the beginning of the interaction, the participating
child was brought from the classroom by an adult experimenter (not the teleoperator). This person, the “fetcher”,
remained in the room, sitting behind the child, instructed
to answer as simply as possible any questions asked by the
child, and to make sure that the child did not damage the
robot. The child was invited to sit down, and told to wake
up the robot. Once the child said something to the robot, the
robot woke up and began the first segment, the introduction.
The introduction included a welcome speech, relationshipbuilding through small talk, and finally backstory and character progression. During the CS, the second day on a given
nutritional topic, there was a brief review of the nutritional
curriculum from the previous session. The interaction then
moved into the food choice segment. For the ES, there were
two rounds of the food choice game, where the child was
asked to choose a food, the robot “tasted” the food, and
then provided feedback. In the CS, the child was asked to
select a food items until they chose a healthy item, receiving
progressively more specific advice about how to improve the
selections, based on an evaluation external to both robot and
child (in this case, a “magic plate”), and following the theory
of graded cueing, an occupational therapy technique [20]. For
both session types, some vocabulary used in the feedback
was explained with a backstory-type dialogue item.
E. Data Collection and Associated Measures
We recorded several types of electronic data during the
intervention in order to build a rich dataset, including teleoperator selections, pre- and post-questionnaires (modified
to be administered orally by an experimenter), audio- and
video- data, and Kinect pose data. We also collected data
from four questionnaires widely used either in the robotics
or child development research fields as measures of child
personality, child evaluation, and child interaction. The Child
Behavior Questionnaire [21] (CBQ-S; Cronbach’s α= 0.87)
contains a 4-point Likert-type scale and requires parents to
rate various aspects of their child’s behavior and personality
(affect). It contains three subscales and provides an efficient
child temperament measure for school aged children (ages
5-12). The CBQ-S subscales are surgency (positive affect),
effortful control (self-regulation) and negative affect. The
following three were administered directly to the children,
in an interview-type format to accommodate the children’s
limited cognitive and developmental abilities and to avoid
biases associated with diversity in child reading abilities
[22]. The Perceived Value Questionnaire is adapted from an
evaluative questionnaire by Lombard [23] and also used in
SAR related research by Kidd and Breazeal [24] (Cronbach’s
α = 0.95). This questionnaire required child participants
to rate their interaction with the robot using an 8-point
Likert-type scale. The “utility” and “value” subscales of this
questionnaire were administered after the first interaction
that the child had with the robot, and then again after the
final interaction with the robot at the culmination of the
intervention. The Social Presence Questionnaire was used

to quantify the effectiveness of the robot’s social capabilities
(or social presence). The social presence of the robot was
measured by an 8-point Likert-type scale using questionnaire
items established from Jung and Lee [25], (Cronbach’s α
= 0.82). We administered this questionnaire after the first
intervention session and at the end of the intervention.
Finally, the Adapted Companion Animal Bonding Scale [26]
asks the child to rate the various features of the robot
including whether the robot is bad/good, loving/not loving,
cuddly/not cuddly, and warm/cold. This questionnaire was
administered twice, first before the children interacted with
the robot (but after a brief introduction to the robot), and
again at the culmination of the intervention.
F. Hypotheses
Six research hypotheses were developed that are associated
with the study’s research questions:
H1: Participants will have a positive reaction to the SAR
system, that will increase over time.
H2: Children will be more engaged with the robot over
time, as measured by a decrease in their response time to
the robot’s verbal questions (a well-established proxy for
engagement in the child development literature [27]).
H3: Children will use more complex speech with the robot
over time, as measured by mean length of utterance (MLU)
and a qualitative categorization of their utterances.
H4: Children’s knowledge of, and comfort with, nutritional
information will increase, decreasing their time to make a
choice of food when prompted by the robot.
H5: Children’s performance on the nutrition task will improve over time, as measured by a choice indicating ratio.
H6: Children with a positive affect and higher self-regulatory
ability will have greater interaction with the robot.
G. Study Population
As we hope to create systems that can be deployed
with children across a wide range of economic and social
backgrounds, we collected data from two highly diverse sites
within the United States: a west coast site in an urban center
and an east coast site that drew from primarily suburban
households. We treated these samples as one cohort in our
analysis to highlight commonalities relevant to a more robust
long-term deployment. There were 26 participants in the
study with age range of 5-8 (twenty-two 6-7-year-olds; two
5-year-olds; two 8-year-olds). Seventeen of the children were
female (65%) and the remaining nine were male (35%). In
terms of ethnicity, the sample was diverse and representative
of the areas in which the participants reside. The largest
ethnic group represented was children of Hispanic descent
(69%), 19% were children of African American descent and
the remaining 6% were European American or had mixed
ethnicities. Approximately 62% of the study participants
reside in the western United States in a large urban city
and the remaining study participants (38%) came from the
eastern most region of the U.S. The participating children’s
parents’ ages ranged between 20-49, with 25% of the parents
in the 20-29 year age range, 44% between 30-39 years of
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age, and 31% between 40-49 years of age. With regard
to parental education, approximately 19% of the children’s
parents did not graduate from high school, 19% were high
school graduates, 43% had completed some college, 19% of
the parents had bachelor’s degrees, and the remaining 6%
had completed graduate or professional education.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Evaluation and Perception of the Robot
In general, the participants in our study had positive perceptions and reactions to the socially assistive robot before,
during, and and after the SAR intervention. The children’s
perception of the robot was high (M = 7.58, SD = .76,
8-pt. scale) pre-intervention and remained relatively constant through the culmination of the intervention (M =
7.45, SD = .80). Specific to the measures of robot evaluation, the children perceived the robot as useful (MP RE =
7.35, SD = 1.9; MP OST = 7.31, SD = 1.7) and enjoyable
(MP RE = 8, SD = 0; MP OST = 7.85, SD = .54). They
also rated it as exciting (MP RE = 8, SD = 0; MP OST =
7.92, SD = .40), valuable (MP RE = 7.62, SD =
1.4; MP OST = 7.85, SD = .63), as having strong social presence (MP RE = 6.81, SD = .76; MP OST =
7.04, SD = .43), and as attractive (MP RE = 6.65, SD =
1.7; MP OST = 7.89, SD = .35). We did not find significant
differences between the pre-and post-intervention ratings, as
seen in Figure 3, likely due to the extremely high positive
evaluation. Thus the first part of H1, the positive perception
of the robot, is supported, but not that there is an increase
in this perception over the duration of the intervention.
B. Child-Robot Interaction
To determine the level of engagement between the robot
and the child during the intervention, we calculated the
children’s mean response time (in seconds) when prompted
by the robot’s verbal questions. Although we found that
child response times ebbed and flowed across intervention
sessions, the comparative results of these calculations revealed that the mean child response time decreased from the
first day of the intervention to the end of the intervention.
The mean response time across children during the first
intervention was 4.3 seconds and the mean response time
was 3.5 for the last session, indicating a .8 second mean

Fig. 4. Child response times to robot conversational queries and food
selection prompts

decrease in response time. A paired t-test was performed to
ascertain whether there was statistically significant response
efficiency between the beginning and culminating weeks
of the intervention; we use this pre-post comparison of
means throughout the analysis in this paper, because the
limited length of the intervention renders mid-intervention
measurements and predictive analyses non-significant (see
[28]). The change response efficiency was significant M =
1.35, SD = 3.13, N = 26, t(25) = 2.206, two-tailed,
p < 0.05 (Figure 4). A Cohen’s d statistic was also computed
to measure this effect size (Cohen’s d = .57), which
indicates a moderate intervention effect. This supports H2,
that children’s engagement increases over time.
C. Conversation as a Means of Interaction
We were also interested in the level of conversation that the
child had with the robot. To demonstrate this, we calculated
each participating child’s mean length of utterance (MLU).
The MLU is a widely utilized proxy for speech production
by researchers and practitioners in the speech and language
fields. We define an utterance to be a complete response
to the robot for the purposes of this calculation. The mean
length of utterance for participants across all weeks of the
intervention was 28.41 (SD = 24.57). There were successive
changes in response words to the robot over time. There was
a 2.29 mean increase in utterance length from the start to end
of the intervention period, in accordance with H3, however
this trend did not reach statistical significance.
In order to explore differences in the types of utterances
employed by the children, we employed an empirical analysis
of the spoken language transcripts. We analyzed the content
of 137 hand-transcribed verbal responses employed by the
participants, categorized these interactions and quantified
them (via frequency distribution) to measure changes in
types and frequency of interaction over time. The categories
we used to identify patterns in the transcripts included: (a)
simple responses to prompts, which included one-to-three
word responses to robot prompts (e.g., yes, no, huh, um,
okay), (b) expansions that included responses with details
(e.g., it’s healthy, I like it, a magic plate!), and (c) relational
responses, which demonstrate evidence that the child was
beginning to relate to the robot (e.g., he’s hungry? you
said you didn’t like it). While there was great variability in
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response types across children, we noted robust changes in
types of interactions over time. For example, one child began
his interaction with “yeah” and “maybe,” and proceeded to
recall what the robot had said in a previous session and said
“you said you don’t like mashed potatoes!”, demonstrating
both relational speech and, given the tone of the interaction,
humor with the robot. We computed the percentage of each
category by child and then computed an average percentage
per week, per category for the study sample. Figure 5
illustrates these changes between week one and three of the
intervention. Thus we find overall some weak support for
H3, that children use more complex speech with the robot.
D. SAR in the Context of Learning
Similar to our measurement of child-robot interaction,
we calculated the mean time that children in the intervention took to make food choices in response to the robot’s
prompting. The mean response time increased from 13.11
seconds in the first session to 15.36 seconds in the final
intervention session, a 2.25 second increase. A paired ttest was performed to ascertain whether the child’s food
selection time became more efficient (measured by decreases
in response times). The mean response difference for food
selection (M = 2.24, SD = 5.26, N = 26), (t(25) =
2.174, two-tailed, p < 0.05), Cohen’s d = .45 providing
evidence of the effect size of this change (see Figure 4).
This is in direct contradiction to H4, however, the child task
expectations increased in difficulty each week. Accordingly,
we interpreted this result as an indication that as the tasks in
the interventions became successively more challenging, the
children took additional time to make thoughtful selections.
As an indicator of whether the child participants had
learned how to make healthy food selections, we computed
the ratio of poor to healthy food selection for each child
as a way to normalize choice quality across sessions and
facilitate comparison. We found a trend towards improved
choices, with a decrease of the mean poor choice ratio from
.46 to .39, indicating that the children may have begun to
make healthier food selections between the first and last
intervention sessions, weakly supporting H5, however this
change was not statistically significant.
E. Temperament, Interaction, and Learning
As a final comparative measurement, we wished to determine if child temperament and associated behavior influenced child interaction with the robot. Therefore, we used

CBQ-S as a comparative metric for our other research results.
The mean child self-regulation score on the CBQ-S was
3.08 (SD = .53), the mean child positive affect level was
2.95 (SD = .38), and the mean negative child affect was
scored as 2.40 (SD = .34) for our study sample. Specifically,
using this measure, we wished to determine whether child
temperament predicted child interaction time, child food
selection time, or food ratio (described above). Accordingly, each of these variables was selected as dependent
variables in multiple regression analysis, with Bonferroni
error correction. A step-wise regression was selected using
our theoretical perspectives as a means of determining the
order in which independent variables would be loaded into
the model. Accordingly, socio-demographic variables were
loaded into the model first, followed by child temperament
variables. These analyses revealed that positive child affect was moderately predictive of food ratio (serving as
a proxy for learning), r2 = .359, F (3, 14) = 6.15, p <
.05, supporting the first part of H6, that children with a
positive affect will have greater learning agains. Child-robot
interaction and food selection did not contribute to the model
and therefore are not predicted by child temperament (thus
leaving H6 unsupported), however child temperament (which
contributed to the model) may predict child learning.
V. D ISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to examine the feasibility
of a SAR-based intervention for teaching children about
nutrition. We wished to examine the children’s evaluation
of, and engagement with, the robot, changes in their verbal
interaction with the robot over time, the learning effects of
the SAR system, and the effect of child temperament on
interaction and outcomes.
We find that children rate the robot highly positively across
all measures used, and retain a positive perception of the
robot after a three-week intervention. We find that over the
course of the intervention, children respond more quickly
to the robot’s verbal queries, suggesting that they not only
maintain engagement with the SAR system over time, but
likely become more comfortable with the system, perhaps
even building rapport with the robot character. While we do
not find changes in their MLU, we do find that they use
more complex speech with the robot over time, suggesting
that the social presence of the robot encouraged child-robot
relationship building. We do not find a relationship between
between child temperament and social interaction with the
robot (H6), but this may mean that children with diverse
temperaments can interact equally well with the SAR system.
In terms of the educational goal of the intervention, we
find limited evidence that the children in the study learned
about nutrition over the intervention (H5). We find that
positive affect is moderately predictive of healthier food
choices (our proxy for learning), which is consistent with
the literature on education. Finally, our results indicate that
children take longer to make food selections over time,
contrary to H4, however we have modest evidence that
children choose healthier foods over time, suggesting that the

increase in time may be indicative of greater thoughtfulness
in their responses.
In terms of limitations, while this study examines a relatively large, diverse group of children over many sessions, the
sample size and intervention length are still limited relative to
typical nutrition interventions. Because this work is designed
to examine the changes in the interaction over time, we use
a within-subjects design and do not include a control group.
In future work with a more primary focus on learning, we
would include such a control.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In summary, our results provide a promising basis for
future SAR interventions for teaching young children, in
particular for the task of nutrition education. We demonstrate
that children have an extremely positive reaction to the robot,
even after several weeks of periodic interaction with the SAR
system. Children were able to sustain engagement with the
robot character, and perhaps even build a relationship with
the robot, a result that is promising for future, longer, interventions. While we do not find strong learning gains over
this intervention, we expect that such longer interventions
would show greater changes in knowledge. We are therefore
encouraged to extend this work to longer interventions as we
move towards a more autonomous SAR system.
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